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Why do you go to the library?
FIELD WORK IN INFORMATIONAL WORLD CITIES
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prototypical cities of the knowledge society
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KNOWLEDGE AS MAIN INCENTIVE OF ECONOMIC GROWTH
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Lifelong learning

24/7 access to the library

Transfer of knowledge
Empirical Investigation: Library as Service

physical and digital
Do public libraries offer bookshelves?

- Learning spaces: 80%
- Meeting spaces: 80%
- Modular working spaces: 40%
- Children's spaces: 90%
- Drinks / Food: 40%
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learning and working as community activity
Changing Role of Academic Libraries

- flexible room
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- technology design
Changing Role of Academic Libraries

Winner of the Excellence in Academic Library Award for 2016

" Libraries have moved from being a storehouse for print materials to providing access to a vast network of information resources, workspaces, and services that facilitate the creation of content. 

Macalester College application form
Why would you like to go to the library?
LET THE COMMUNITY DECIDE!

Example: Dokkl Aarhus
Libraries in informational world cities

ACRL Awards: www.ala.org/acrl/awards/achievementawards/excellenceacademic
Aarhus Dokkl: https://dokkl.dk/english

My research: bit.ly/agnesmainka
Find me on Twitter: @Agnieszka_M
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